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Motivation for 

today’s training

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20100631/


Why do 

comparisons?



The Social Stress Model This is clearly a 

causal model.



Within group comparison



Between group comparison



Remember back to causal inference 1.0

● The two arms of a RCT are composed of individuals who are, on average, 

similar in every way except for the fact that one group got the treatment 

(exposed) and the other group got placebo (unexposed). 

● They are similar on both observed and unobserved (unmeasured) 

characteristics...

Except for the treatment/placebo - the “WHAT IF…”

Therefore, if the two groups differ at the end of the trial in their disease status, 

we infer that this is (only) because of the WHAT IF (treatment vs. placebo), 

a.k.a. that the treatment CAUSED the difference in the outcome.



Is the Potential Outcomes Framework appropriate for 

understanding racial inequities and differences in health?

Experimental designs form the conceptual underpinning of causal inference in 

observational data: The Potential Outcomes Framework

● Main idea: To compare what was observed (what did happen) to what 

might have happened (what did not happen) - all other things being 

equal (controlling for all confounders [measured and unmeasured])
○ What would have happened to the people who were exposed if they had been unexposed, 

given that they exposed?



How is does this relate to 

understanding how structural 

factors (like race[ism]) as causes 

of health outcomes? 

Can you imagine a world where this 

question makes sense:

“What would have happened to the 

people who were Black if they had 

been White, given that they Black?”

Because that is the implied question 

we are trying to answer when we 

naively test between-group racial 

comparisons within a causal model.



A better way to think about this.

And another reading.

https://doi.org/10.1097/ede.0000000000000105


Another causal 

diagram…

This time of how H 

[Historical processes] 

shape the relationship 

between physical 

characteristics, skin 

color, socioeconomic 

status, and place.

Which are in turn 

related to health.



Summary

● Comparisons are a fundamental part of scientific research. They form the 

logical foundation of how we generate scientific knowledge.
○ Controls wells in DNA plots

○ Placebos in drug trials

○ Usual care in intervention programs

○ Reference groups in regression models

● However, within-group and between-group comparisons are answering 

different scientific questions.
○ This is particularly important when considering variables like “race” which are themselves 

composites of various historical processes and multifactorial.

● Consider the question you are trying to answer and make sure that your study 

design matches it.



More resources:

annotated bibliography

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cEYu18ua8M9kIhddZ3WaXIyUxHuPdF9g4Ks5k5Z2Sdo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cEYu18ua8M9kIhddZ3WaXIyUxHuPdF9g4Ks5k5Z2Sdo/edit?usp=sharing

